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Blizzard Entertainment and Dark Horse Books are thrilled to present the next installment of the

wildly popular World of Warcraft Chronicle series. Volume 2 will reveal more sought-after details

about the game universe's history and mythology. Showcasing lush, all-new artwork from fan

favorites such as Peter Lee, Joseph Lacroix, and Alex Horley, this tome is sure to please all

fans--casual and collector alike.
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Best known for blockbuster hits including World of WarcraftÃ‚Â® and the WarcraftÃ‚Â®,

StarCraftÃ‚Â®, and DiabloÃ‚Â® franchises, Blizzard Entertainment, Inc. (www.blizzard.com), a

division of Activision Blizzard (NASDAQ: ATVI), is a premier developer and publisher of

entertainment software renowned for creating some of the industry's most critically acclaimed

games. Blizzard Entertainment's track record includes eighteen #1 games* and multiple Game of

the Year awards. The company's online-gaming service, Battle.netÃ‚Â®, is one of the largest in the

world, with millions of active players.

Interesting read and a nice follow up to the first book. This second volume covers the history of

Dreanor, the First War, the Second War, and the Alliance's foray on Dreanor. Though I've read a

few novels on the subject I'm not too familiar with this period of Warcraft Lore and it was informative.

From what little I knew already it seems that not much of the canon was changed which is good.



I preordered this immediately when it was announced. I loved he first one and this one was just ask

good. The art is amazing and filling all those holes in WoW is very nice. Although I liked the first

volume better because it had more new lore about the beginning of the universe, that's only

because I've read almost all the books and a lot of the lore in this one is told in books. But don't fret.

There is a ton of little things you'll want to read into. And the art is beautiful. Really hope they keep

doing this, but I gotta wait a whole year again. The torture!

Lots of fun - if you liked Vol. 1, especially, it's worth continuing the "saga"!I wish I'd read it before

playing Warlords of Draenor... it might have made me care a lot more about all of that stuff. Much of

the book is dedicated to the history of Draenor. Also covers the events of the "First and Second

Wars" (Warcraft I and II), which was a great refresher. Reinvigorated my interest in the playing

WoW. :)

A well documented, if concise, history of the orcs and the first couple wars with the alliance. My only

complaint is that, once again, goblins only received a couple sentences, when they could have

elaborated more on how they made a deal with the orcs.

The quality of this book is great. Definitely worth purchasing a physical copy of. This includes so

much lore leading up to the Dark Portal. The sections are short and concise. It feels like a factual

reference for any lore fan. One of my favorite Warcraft books.

The chronicle books bring great insight not just into the game, but also the creation of story for video

game. Plus, the ability to see that retcons aren't evil. They are methods to reinvent and reimagine a

creative world. It's a powerful tool to those that are building worlds of their own and great fun to

read.For those who are just seeking lore from WoW and Warcraft. It's a great tool to grow your

understanding of the game world and builds on the 1st chronicle beautifully.Worth the read for sure.

Read this all day, love it! Loved volume 1 too, so much lore and this is the official how stuff went

down defacto book. stops at WC2

I pre ordered this for my boyfriend through prime and i gotta say, having it delivered the day it came

out was so perfect. It's the best way to give a gift like this to a very passionate collector/lore



enthusiast. Thanks Blizzard and !
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